A framework for using structural, reactivity, metabolic and physicochemical similarity to evaluate the suitability of analogs for SAR-based toxicological assessments.
A systematic expert-driven process is presented for evaluating analogs for read across in SAR (structure activity relationship) toxicological assessments. The approach involves categorizing potential analogs based upon their degree of structural, reactivity, metabolic and physicochemical similarity to the chemical with missing toxicological data (target chemical). It extends beyond structural similarity, and includes differentiation based upon chemical reactivity and addresses the potential that an analog and target could show toxicologically significant metabolic convergence or divergence. In addition, it identifies differences in physicochemical properties, which could affect bioavailability and consequently biological responses observed in vitro or in vivo. The approach provides a stepwise decision tree for categorizing the suitability of analogs, which qualitatively characterizes the strength of the evidence supporting the hypothesis of similarity and level of uncertainty associated with their use for read across. The result is a comprehensive framework to apply chemical, biochemical and toxicological principles in a systematic manner to identify and evaluate factors that can introduce uncertainty into SAR assessments, while maximizing the appropriate use of all available data.